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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Theoretical Framework.,_ . The writer is using the
savings and investment approach to the study of lapsed
policies in Negro insurance companies in Houston, Texaso
Since life insurance is a form of savings and investment,
this approach appears to be most appropriate.

Accordingly,

savings and investments in any community must be equal.
If income is defined as the value created by
the producers of output, and savings as the excess of income over consumption, then savings
must equal investment, for the output must be
sold either to consumers or to other entrepreneurs.
What is sold to entrepreneurs is their current
investment. Hence current investment is the
difference between total incomel.and consumption:
which by definition is savings.
When an individual pays his insurance premium,
he probably thinks of it as another bill, not realizing
that he is actually saving and making an investment.
The writer believes that the insurance buying public is
mo,r e "death conscious" than it is saving and investment
conscious about life insurance.

In support of that be-

lief the writer found that 90 per cent of the policyholders
1 James Arthur Estey, Business Cycles, 9th Ed.t
(New York:: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1949), p. 312.

2

used in this study gave death as their basic reason for
procuring life insurance, while only 10 per cent gave
other reasons, such as educational purposes, protection
of' the family, collateral and ready cash in case of
future needs.

As a result of the prosecution of this

study within the framework of' economic theories such as
the savings and investment approach, the writer believe:S
that better relationship between the insurance companies
and buying public will result and the problem of lapses
may be solved more rationallye
Realistic . nature .of the problem • . The problem
actually stems from the economic and cultural habits
of the purchasers or policyholders and certain practices
o.f' the companies 1 especially the number, training,
placement, and the turnover of' their agents.

Let us

view these two sources of the lapse problem.
The economic and cultural status of' the Negro
in Houston as evidenced by the type of jobs and the
median number of years completed in school is not too
highe According to the 1950 census 2 , in tracts which
are predominantly Negro, the masses of the working f'orce
are employed in domestic services, services other than
domestic (exclusive of proi'essionals), and common labor.
In 1950 there were 101,416 Negroes in Houston between
2 11 I?opulation and Housing Statistics for Census
Tracts, Houston, Texas", Uo §_e Census, 1950, p. 22.

the ages of 15 and 65, of whom 68 9 908 were employed in
the three occupational classifications previously mentionea.3 We must remember that all of these 101,416
Negroes, although in normal working age group, were not
employed.

By dividing the number employed in the oc-

cupational classifications by the number in the working
age group, the writer found that more than 60 per cent
were employed on these l ~w income jobs.
The cultural status of the Negro clientele is
another factor which figures into the

lapse problem.

Looking at Table I, one can see that the Negro population
in Houston is predominantly located in certain tracts.

and that the highest median school year completed was
eight years.

Therefore, it is believed by the writer

that an individual with just an elementary background
is not capable of choosing wisely and accurately an
insurance program that is best fitted for him.

This

is where the company agents should take over.
The company agent should be sufficiently trained,
not only to sell but to advise the client as to the
best type of policy to fit his budget as well as his needs.
This, however, is what the Negro insurance companies
lack-well-trained agents.
in Chapter VI.

3 Ibid. , p. 3 •

This point will be discussed
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TABLE I
MEDIAN SCHOOL YEARS COMPLETED BY NEGROES IN HOUSTON
BY CENSUS TRACT{}

Median Schooi Year
Completed

Census Tract

l

7.4

8

6.,9

9

7.3

12
27

8.,2
7.,0

34
37

7.4
7.5
6.8

38

Source: 11 Eopulation and Housing Statistics for
Census Tracts, Houston, Texas", u. s. Census, 1950, p. 22.•
~For persons 25 years and over
Aims of _thisstudy.,
five aims.,

In this study the writer has

First, he endeavors to discover the extent

of lapses in the life insurance field in general and in
the Negro life insurance companies in the Houston area
in particular.

Second, he seeks to disco'v er whether or

not the lapse problem is peculiar to any specific company used in this study or is characteristic of all the
companies employed in this study.

Third, he seeks to

show the relationship between the average lapse ratios
and the economic conditions in the Houston area.,

Fourth,

he seeks to trace some of the effects of lapses on insurance in force, surplus, and income in the selected
companies.

Fifth, he endeavors to summarize and analyze

critical observations and to offer recommendations to
alleviate lapse problems.

5

Scope of this study.

The scope of this study

is limited on the basis of the period covered, the
area involved, and important issues concerning the five
companies used in the study.
1.

Period _of t:µne . covered _EL__this . study_._.. Except
for historical references intended to orientate
and lead up to the study, the period of this
study covers the eleven years immediate·l y
following World War II, 1946 through 1956.

2.

The area involved_in _this study.

The area

involved in this study is the Houston areat
embracing all towns in Harris County that
are considered within the Houston District
for insurance purposes by the insurance
companies.
3.

Main issues _discussed_in_this study.
a.

Historical information on the companies
used in this study along with some
general information on insurance in the
nation, the South, and Texas.

b.

A statistical analysis of the insurance
in force, written, lapsed and revived
by these companies for the period
covered by this study.

c•

.An

analysis of the contracts issued

by each company, especially those
provisions for lapses, cancellations
and renewals of policies.

6

d.

A cross-section study of reasons given
by persons who paid premiums on lapsed
policies in selected companies.

Related studies __ and _sourceso

The writer has no

knowledge of any specific study that has been made on
lapsed policies in Negro lif'e insurance companies.
How ,ver, several studies have been made of Negro life
insurance companies in which the lapse phase was incorporated.

The writer used two of these studies in

this investigation:

first, the study of Win.fred Bryson, Jr.,,

in which he statesi
The lapse ratios of Negro life insurance for
both their industrial and ordinary business have
been relatively high during the last 33 years
(1922-1955 }o Ordinary lapse ratios have .followed
a dm·Jnward trend since 1927, while ind}tstrial
lapse ratios have declin~d since 19400
and the study of W. J. Trenti Jr. 1 wherein the author
traces the evolution of Negro life insurance companies
from the small burial society to the present large legal
reserve company. 5
The writer extraced pertinent data from Esther
Bloff Brasher 1 s 6 Master's Thesis; from J. A. Pierce's
4 William Octavus Bryson, Jr., A Comparative
Analysis __of .:!ill!i Operating _and _Financial _Experience. of
Negro _Legal _ReserveLife _Insurance . Companies 1 Dissertation,
University of Pennsylvania, 1948.
5 W. J. Trent, Jr., Development of Negro .L;fe
Insurance __Enterprises, A Master's Thesis, University
of Pennsylvania, 1932.
6 Esther B. Brasher, Current Programs of Preparation
.for Business _ Careers in Insurance in the United States,
Master's Thesis, Indiana University, ··1943 •
.
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book, Negro Busines,s_ and Eusiness .Education7 , and from
M. s . Stuart's book, An Economic _Detour. 8
DEFINITIONS OF TERN£ USED
For clarification, the writer is def ining a few
terms that will be used frequently in this manuscript.
Negro _Life _Insurance . Company. _ _A N,:egro life
insurance company is a firm which is owned and operated
by Negroes and offers to serve the public generally, even
though all or almost all of its policyholders and other
financial clients may be Negroes, as classified by
custom or law.
Lapsed _polic;y__.. . A lapsed policy is a policy
terminated because of non-payment of premium after a
grace period, automatic, or •w ith discretion and notific ation by the company.
Houston Areae _The Houston area is comprised of
Harris County and all towns within its limits that are
considered in the Houston District by the companies
used in this study.
Ordin~:tX. Life Insurance.

Ordinary life insurance

is life insurance usually issued in amounts of ~1,000
or more with premiums payable on an annual, semi-annual,
quarterly, or monthly basis.
7 J. A. Pierce, Negro Business _and _Business _Education,,
(New York:. Harper and Brothers Publishers, 194'1').
8 M.. s. Stuart, An Economic Detour, (New York:
Wendell-1'½illiet and Company, 1940 }.

8

Industrial Life_Insurance. _ _Industrial

life

insurance is life insurance issued in small amounts,
usually not over $500.

Premiums are payable on a

weekly or monthly basis and are generally collected at
the insured's home by an agent of the group.
Grace Period_.,__ Grace period is a period following
the due date of a premium, during which it may still
be paid without penalty and during which the insurance
remains in force-although in case it becomes a claim,
the amount of the premium due will be deduced from
the proceeds.

This period is usuall y 31 days and is

fixed by State insurance code.
Premiu.i--n.

In insurance and bonding, the con-

sideration to be paid for a policy or bonde

This term

has a variety of meanings in other business practice.
Mutual. Compan_y.

A mutual company is a company

in which, theoretically, control is in the hands of the
policyholders through their votes for the board of
directors.
Stock _Company .. __ A stock company is a company
in which the individual stockholders technically control
the company through their votes for the board of directors,
which in turn elects or appoints the managing officers
of the company.
Life Insurance.,

Life insurance is insurance which

insures one person against the loss by the death of
another or which guarantees a stipulated sum to the
insured if surviving at the end of a specified period.

9

METHODOLOGY
The writer has used a threefold method in collecting
his data.
scheduies,

The basic material was gathered by means of
which are f'ound in the appendix.,

Schedule 1

was used to obtain data f'rom individuals who :formerly
were insured by these companies, but whose insurance
policies have lapsed.
The writer also examined authoritative books,
thesis, a dissertation, Texas Insurance Com.missioner's
Annual Report, National Negro Insurance Association•s
Annual Reports, general publications of the companies~
booklets, and periodicals.
The writer also carried on correspondence with
insurance authorities who were not connected with either
o,:f the companies included in this study, examples of'
which will. be found in the appendix.
The last method used by the writer was the interviewing of the executivese

Some of the agents and policy-

holders of the c ompanies were also interviewed.
The data were organized :from the aggregate point
of view, wherein the companies used represent the wholeo
Then the data were tubulated f'or each company and presented
to determine the whole.
Importance _of the . study e:

... To

the writer, this study

is important f'rom two main points of view:.

f'irst, it

possesses signi:ficance and meaning for the company and
agents themselves, and secondly, the pooling and

lO
presentation of facts and proposals may even throw light
on the factors of the problem which the companies may
have in common.
From the form.er point of view the writer contends
that the financial success of a life insurance company
depends on premium income.

Premiums have accounted for

an increasing share and investment earning for a decreasing share of the income dollar in recent years. 9
Lapses are the greatest contributors to decreased premium
income.

An agent is an asset to a company only if he

is a producer.

For example, an agent who averages $3.00

in new business each weelc and lapses $3.50 per weed for
a period of one year will have decreased the premium
income of the company by $260000

Assuming another agent

had a $200000 weekly debit to begin with and averages
$1.00 in new business each week, and with average weekly

lapses of $.50 for a year, he will have increased the
premium income of the company by $26.00r- and at the s~Tie
time his debit will have increased from $200.00 to
$226eOO.

From observation, an official can easily dis-

tinguish the man who is a producer for the company from
the man who is allowing the company's growth to be impaired by the lapsee

In the first situation, both the

officials and the agent become disgusted because one of
9 Institute of Li:fe Insurance, Life Insurance
Fact Book,. New York, 1950, p. 43..
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two alternatives wi1l prevail:

(l) either the agent

will have to be dismissed from the company to join
hands with the unemployed; or (2} the company will
become insolvent and finally be dissolved.
From the latter point of view, this study aroused
interest among executives, and offers an opportunity
for posing facts, theories, opinions, and suggestions,
and combining them in such a way that they may be used
by these and other companies in measuring and solving
lapse or related problems.

For example, if the findings

indicate the main source of lapses to be the type,
character, and habits of their agents, or public
relations activities, they have a vital lead for approaching the question and improving the agency force
so as to minimize or prevent abnormal lapsese

CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM
Only a few phases of the historical background can
be sketched here, such as certain socio-economic factors,,
selected conditions giving rise to the lapse problem,,
and some of the factors affecting the clients of the
companies selected to participate in this study.
Socio-Economic __factors .. in _the ._national, .. regional
and local . setting of _the _companies _selected._ . Ip order
to get a clear picture of Negro insurance companies in
the Houston area, the writer thought it wise to begin
with some of the inherent factors accounting for Negro
business in the American economy.

Although business

is business, many businesses are conducted by Negroes
for everybody, some by Negroes for whites, and many by
Negroes for Negroes~
Segregation __and _discriminatory laws .. and . customs.
There were l,,060 life insurance firms in the United
States at large as of 1955, 60 of which are so-called
Negro companies.

There are 364 life insurance com-

panies in Texas; of this number, 7 are Negro life
insurance companies.

There are 5 Negro owned life

insurance companies in Houston.
The Negro business man has his work definitely cut
out for him because of segregation and discriminatory laws

13

and practices.

Many economic giants confront him.

Nation-

ally, regionally, and locally, the Negro business man must
compete with big financial corporations, cumulative business
wisdom, cumulative wealth, mass production and marketing ~,
the power of advertising, selling and marketing schemes,
geographical limitations and population distribution.lo
Although the concept ttsocial equality" overlaps
economic equality, and although Americans of various
races and national origin associate and work together
within the economy 1 the social customs have proved
hostile to the American Negro.

In fact, they have been

an effective blockade to the economic "Broadway of
America".

Big white insurance companies send their

agents by droves into Negro communities and homes.

On

the other hand, few,if any, bells to white homes have
been rung by Negro agents writing for Negro companiese
Traditionally, the Negro has been plagued with
the following situation:

he is sold to, divesting him

of his money; he is not employed to sell to others, and
only here of late is he occasionally employed to sell to
his own kind.

When he goes to buy from the hands of

others-, he may be denied s and, if sold to, he can expect
discourtesies and insults.

Moreover, when agents of'

other races come into his household seeking business and
even his own business, he can expect insults and humiliation.

lO Stuart,

QJ2..

ill•

p. xxiii.

According to Stuart:
Seeking a way, therefore, to have a chance
at the beneficial reaction of his spent dollars
in the form of employment created; seeking a
way to avoid buying insults and assure himself courtesy when he buys the necessities of
life; seeking respect, . ~he .American Negro has
been driven into an awkwards self'ish corner,
attempting to operate racial businesses. This
is not his preference. It is an Economic Detour
which no other racii! group in this country is
required to travelc
Extent
of insurance
business -in the
at
- - -- - - - .;;:..;;,;===·
- Nation
_,-a.=......=; la:rge .

Life insurance protection reached new highs

in 1955, both in purchases of new insurance during the

year and in ownership at the end of the year.

The

total life insurance in force at the end of 1955 was
$372.332 billion, more than double the figure just ten

years before.

The $372.332 billion of life insurance

owned at the end of' 1955 averaged $6,900 per family,
more than twice the aver2ge f'a.mily o;,,,;nership in 1946 • 12
Life insurance business, as large as it is and
as rapid as its groi.vth has been, still has room f'or
expansion to keep pace with the needs and demands of
the public.

With ownership averaging only $6,900 per

family and the premiums paid for life insurance averaging
about 3.,5fo of the total income, there is still a. need
for greater family security through this medium, especially
among Negroes whose insurance protection is by far less

-·

ll Idem

12 Institute of Life Insurance, The Life Insurance
Book, .QJ2. cit., p. 6.,
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than the average.

Life insurance in force in the United

States up through 1955 is shown in Table II.

This table

sho1.1s that all. three types of' lif'e insurance have increased since 1946, with the greatest increase in ordinary.
Figures for 1956 vJere not availab'le.

In 1946 ordinary

TABLE II
LIFE INSURANCE IN FORCE IN THE UNITED STATES
(In Billion of Dollars)
Year

Ordinary

Group

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
l.952
1953
1954
l.955

113,360
123,022
132,052
140;500
149;:071
. l59r054
170,795
184,859
194,419
216,600

27,703
32,; 795
38;382
42;100
47,793
54,398
62;913
72,913
86,395
101,300

Source:

Industrial
29J306
30;406
30,827
31~800
33i415
34;807
36;448
37,781
38;664
39,682

Total.
170,369
186;,,233
201,233
214,400
230,279
248,322
270;151
295,553
327,582
357r582

Life Insurance Fact Book, 1956, p .. 80

insurance in force represented 67 per cent of total
insurance in force, group insurance represented 16 per
cent of the total, and industrial insurance repr·esen:ted

i7 per cent of the totale

In 1947, ordinary insurance

represented 66 per cent, group insurance 18 per centt
and in 1948 ordinary insurance represented 66 per cent,
group insurance 19 per cent, and industrial insurance
15 per cent of the total insurance in forcee

In 1949~

ordinary insurance represented 65 per cent, group

16

insurance 20 per cent, industrial insurance 15 per cent
of the total life insurance in force.
The Negro life insurance companies in the South
are among the leading business ent8rprises and enjoy a
position of more importance in the South than in the
nation as a whole.

First, there are more Negr0 i n-

surance companies in the Southern portion of the United
Statesl3 , and second, they create jobs for the Negro
people.

In fact, the Negro insurance companies in the

South are an important spoke in the Southern economic
wheel.

This can be supported by an excerpt from

Fierce I s Negro _Business _and Business _Education:.
A none too strict geographical classification
of the areas served by the companies reveals
that they operate most frequently in the South.
A further analysis of the location of the companies in terms of their assets, reveals that
the insurance capital concentration of Negro
insur8£ie companies is also located in the
South.

To the knowledge of the writer, there are seven
Texas-owned Negro insurance companies.

One company has

its own home offices located in Metropolitan Houstont
and the others are located in the Dallas area.

However,

there are many foreign Negro companies operating in
the state, such as Atlanta Life, Golden State, and
Universal.

13 Annual Report: The N.N.I.S., pp. 15-18.
14 p·ierce, Q£. .£!_.
·t , p. 113.
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Place of Negro _life __insurance_companies _ _in
Metropolitan Houstono

There are five Negro lif'e insurance

companies operating in Metropolitan Houston.

The kind

and location of the home of'f'ices of' these are shown in
Table III.

These seven companies employ approximately

500 people, including managers, supervisors, of'fice
personnel and agentso
TABLE III
NAME, KIND .AND LOCATION OF HOJ:IJE OFFICE OF SELECTED
COMPANIES

NAME

KI:r-Jl)

HOME OFFICE

Atlanta
Excelsior
Golden Stater
Universal
Watchtower

Stock
Stock
Mutual
Stock
Stock

Atlanta, Ga.
Dallas, Texas
Los Angeles, Calif'.
Memphis, Tenn.
Houston, Texas

Source:

Data compiled f'rom Schedule I.

One of' the f'ive companies used in this study is
a Houston establishment.

It is the Watchtower.

The date of organization or initiating of' operations in Houston by these companies is interesting.
The first company to begin operations in Houston was
the Atlanta Life, a foreign company.
operations in Houston, July, 1925.

It commenced

The second company

was Universal Lif'e, another foreign company, which
commenced operations in Houston in March, 1926e

Third,

the Watchtower Lif'e Insurance Company, the only domestic
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company, was organized in Houston, August 11, 1932.
Fourth, the Excelsior Life, a Texas Company, commenced
operations in

Houston, January 18,, 1933..

Fifth,

Golden State Mutual, a foreign company commenced operations in Houston, May 27, 1945.
Negro life insurance companies in Houston followed
the pattern of Negro businesses in general, but they are
the leading Negro enterprises.

They represent the financial

giants among Negroes in Metropolitan Houston.
The distribution of the agency personnel in Table
IV, which follows, shows that there is a wide divergence
in the number of agents per company.
for t his divergence?

What accounts

Many factors enter the picture,.

among which are the following: (a) age of company, which
ranges from 13 to 33 yearst (b) volume of business, (c),
financial status, and (d) the presence and strength of
white companies.
A distribution of the agents during the period
1946-56 inclusive, is presented in Table

v.

It is

interesting to note that the average agency turnover
for all companies is 82.2 per ·cent.

In comparison with

other industries, this figure is high, but within the
industry, it is not too significant, because this is
a problem common to most companies.

This will probably

inject another question into the thinking of some individuals.

Why such a high agency turnover?

Speaking
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TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF AGEI\fTS IN SELECTED COMPANIES
1956

Golden State
Universal Life
Excelsior Life
Atlanta Life
Watchtower

34

13.4

35

13.5
15.l

38
72
89

28.5
29.5

268

Total.
Source::

Percent of Total

Number

Name of Company

100.0

Data compiled from schedule I.

from a liberal point of view, the writer believes that
several factors are reponsible for this agency turnover~
(a}, working conditionsr (b) insuffcient income,(c) mis-use
of company funds, (d) job insecurity 1 (e) improper training,
(f)

lack of initiative, and many others.
TABLE V
DISTRIBUTION OF AGENTS HIRED 1946-56 INCLUSIVE
NDMBER YET WIT'"rl COMPANIES AND AGENCY TURNOVER

Name of
Company

Number
Hired

Golden State:
Watchtower
Universal
Atlanta Life
Excelsior

200
200
216

300
300

Total.. 121.6
Source:

Percent of
Percent Number With Percent
oi' Total Company
of No. Hired Turnover
16.,9
16.,9
18~4
23.9

100
30
2

23.9

42
25

100 .. 0

199

50.0
15.0
1~8
14 .. 0
8.,3

Data Compiled from Schedule I.

50.0
85.0
98.2
86.0

91.7
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It was found that the highest agency turnover
was in the oldest companies.

In spite of this turnover,,

some of the companies have agents in their employment
who have been with the company since they commenced operations.

This can be seen in Table VI.
TABLE VI

DISTRIBUTION OF COMPANIES BY AGE, LENGTH OF
SERVICE OF OLDEST AND YOUNGEST AGENTS
Name of Company

Atlanta Life
Universal Life
Watchtower
EKcelsior
Golden State

Age of Company
(years),
33:
32
26
25

13

Service in Texas
O:ldest
Youngest
28
23:
26

1/12

13
13

3/1.2
1/12

l/l2
1/12

All of the en mpanies offer a training period · for
their agents; however, the length of the period varies
with the companyo

The range is from three to twelve weekso

The period most frequently used by the companies is three
weeks,, but this inadequate agency training, it shall be
seen later, helps account for the lapse problems.
National, sectional, and local .conditions that
give rise to the problem . Qf. lapses..

There are many con--

ditions which give rise to the lapse problem.

From a

national point of view, lapses are directly related to
the general state of prosperity and the business cycleo
When the business cycle is in the prosperity stage, lapses

22.

tend to be low, and when the business cycle is in the
depression stage, lapses tend to be high.

The following
is stated in the Insurance _Fact_Book f:Q;c 1956 .. 15
The aggregate amounts may rise steadily
as ownership increases, due to the increased
exposure • . But the ratio of such discontinuances
to total insurance owned will fluctuate with
general economic conditions.
It was also pointed out in the Insurance . Fact Book
that the wartime peaks of prosperity, both during World

War I and World War II, were aceompained by new lows in
lapse ratios.

Eikewise, the depression of the 30's,

with its sharp drop in business activity index, was
accompained by the highest lapse ratio in insurance since
1900.,

The lapse ratio was approximately 190 per cent

at that time.
Also mass unemployment and major technological
advances give rise to the lapse problems on a national
level, as well as the cost of living.

This is true be-

cause when an individual is unemployed, unless he has
enough accumulated savings, those things which are not
necessary for his survival will probably be neglected,
including his insurancee

From a sectional point of view,

there are such factors as seasonal unemployment, mobility
of policyholders, industrial disturbances, etc.
Local condition that give rise to the lapse problem
are many; however, some of the most prevalent conditions
15 Insurance Fact Book for 1956, ..2.12.• cite, p. 39.
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would be as follows: (a) diversification of insurance
companies, (b)i population shifts, (c) changes in conditions are affected by the National and sectional socio,economic conditions.
Socl o-economic factors _affecting .. the clients of'
the s (-;lecteci _companies.

Many factors condition the Negro

clientele in their choices, retentions, lapses, and renewals of an insurance policy ·with a Negro company or
a white oo mpany.

Population characteristics • . T,h.E3 Negro population
in Metropolitan Houston is approximately 135,000 according
to the 1950 census tracts.

As in most cases, the bulk

of the Negro population is found in the congested areast
and near the main business section.

Al.though a few

Negroes are living in the outer areas, the masses are
located in the sections commonly known as the third,,
fourth, and fifth wards.

The Negro population is, ho.w-

aver, predominant in several other sections of the city.
Table VII shows the census tracts in Metropolitan Houston
that are predominantly Negro populated, and it also shows
the number of persons per dwelling unit in these tractse
It can be seen from Map II, the census tracts
which represent the third, fourth, and fifth wards,
namely tracts 8, 9, 18, 27, and 34,, 37, and 38, which

are predominantly populated by Negroes.

These areas are

highly accessible to white and Negro agents; this is a

24
TABLE VIII
CONCENTRATION OF NEGRO POPULATION .AJ."VD NUMBER OF
PERSONS DWELLING PER UNIT BY CENSUS TRACTS IN
HOUSTON 1950
CENSUS TRACTS

1
8

9

12

18

27
34

37
38
55
56

TOTAL
POPULATION

l\J""EGRO

l?OFULATION

7 i,276
7 ;,070
l.9
·565
,
t,
. 8,,261
17 f,485
14i,,030
5i,594

PERSONS PER
DWELLING UNIT

5,400
6,600

3 .. 32
3~39

3.,34

17 ,,200

4;,,400
l.5 ~.200
7f-800
4i200
14,000
10,400
1~800

14t,599

11,288
3,616
6,261

3~07

3~42
3.34

3~45
3.20
3.37
3.27

3 1,aoo

3.55

Source: Report ofthe . Research~.Statistic
Committee, Houston Chaiiioer of Commerce ..
disadvantage to the Negro agents in some wayse

The Negro

agent has custom against him 1 efficient training 11 and
in some instances a more appealing contract.

For example,

most Negro companies pay a maxium of $10.00 a week sick
benefit for their health and accident policies, whereas
the competing white companies on the field pay a maximum
of $20.00 per week sick benefit"
Economic _status _of the Negro as determined :mL:
income and consunrntion .12attern.,

The economic status

of the Negro as determined by his income is higher than
it was prior to World War II.

However, it is inferior

to the general status of other groupse

The income of

the Negro is affected by many factors.

First, in order

25

to, survive above a status of peasantry any group must
have an important part both in the production and marketing of the products of the land on which it lives. 16
Although employed in many basic industries, the Negro is
predominantly a consumer.

Second 1 the masses of the

jobs of Negroes are low-paying jobs.

That is 1 the masses

af the Negroes are employed in the service industries,
as agricultural workers, and as common laborers.

Not

only this, but in some cases when they are competing
with other groups on these jobs they receive an inferior
wage.

For example, in looking at the

·wage

rates for a

particular industry in the Houston Area, the \vri ter
found that a white laborer would receive $1.69 an hour
as his starting pay, while a Negro laborer would receive $1.44 as his starting pay.17

Table VIII shows

some of the typical wage rates received by Negroes in
Houston Area.

However, this is not the complete picture

in the Houston Are:a, because Negroes have jobs in many
other industries.

This: is meant to give an insight

into the income problem.

Nevertheless, the Negro is

still short of his share in diversified job opportunitieso
No more than any other group can the Negro survive in
decency deprived of the reactive benefit in employment
from his buying power.
16 Stuart, .QJ2. cit., Pe XX.

17 Typical. Wage Rates in the Houston Area as
Houston Chamber of Commerce, p.2.

.o.! ~ 1, 1956.
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TABLE VIII

SOME TYPICAL WAGES IN THE HOUSTON AREA FOR NEGROES
BY INDUSTRY
TYPE OF INDUSTRY

HOURLY WAGE

Fo-0d and Meat Packing
Retail Grocery
Wholesale Grocery
Petroleum Refinery
Oil Tools and equip. Mfg$
Chemical Manufacturing
Building Construction
Longshoremanr Deep Sea
Retail .liur.ni ture
General Mdse - Retail
Wood Preserving
Trucking and Warehouse

W.:2:EKLY WAGE

$34.33
42.• 28

1.44
1.23

1.46
:L.~47

1.97

48.19
32.66

Source~ "Typical Wage . Rates ..in .the __Houston : Area

.sJ& of July, 1956 11 , Houston Chamber of Commerce, p. 2.

As to consumption pattern, the status of the Negro
is also rising.

The greatest progress has been made

since World War II~ and it is obvious that the Negro
communities in their newest locations have an increased
number of home owners.
Let us not forget, from the standpoint of insurance, that the increased cost of living, from 1946
to 19.5 6, is taking a greater portion of the Negro income to purchase the basic needs of life, leaving a
disproportionate amount to buy other things, including
insurance.

Furthermore, a study will show that many

who do buy insurance from the Negro companies tend to
let their policies lapse at a higher rate.
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CHAPTER III
AN ANALYSIS OF THE PROVISIONS DEALING WITH LAPSES
IN THE POLICIES AND CONTRACTS \vRITTEN BY THE
SELECTED CO~JPANIES
A

contract consists mainly of three parts.

First,

a request from one party to another party to enter into
a contract; second, the acceptance by the second party;
and third, the consideration for the contract.

In other

words, a life insurance policy is a contract, evidence
of an agreement between an insurance company and an

individual called a policyholder.
Definition of' .a policy._ For clarification, the
writer is defining policy contract before commencing
his

analysis.

A

policy is the printed document issued

to the insured by the company stating the terms of the
insurance contract.
Types of policies~ .. The general. types of' policies
written by the selected companies are . Ordinary Life and
Endowment, Ordinary Health and Accident, Ordinary
Hospitalization, Ordinary Annuity, Industrial Life and
Endowment, Industrial Health and Accident, Industrial
Hos.pitalization and Family Groupe

All of the companies

write insurance of both the ordinary and industrial type.
The companies write many diversified insurance
plans including all of the commonly known plans, such as
the 10,. 15, and 20 year Limited Payment Life.,

in this

2.9

type of insurance the insured pays the premium for the
designated number of years and at the end of such time
he will receive a paid-up policy for the face amount.
The companies also write 10, 15, 20, and 25 year endowment
insurance.

In this type of insurance, as in the limited

payment life insur;:,nce, the insured pays the premium
for the designated number of years and at the end of
such time, instead of receiving a paid-up policy for the
face amounts he will receive a check for the face amount.
These two types of policies are the most popular ones;
however, the whole life contract, wherein the insured
pays the premium for his entire life, is probably the
most frequently written because of its low premium payments.

There are many other plans varying with the

company ..

All of the companies write a large volume of
Health and Accident insurance.

This is true probably

because this type of insurance assures the insured an
income when his regular income is cut off by j,11.ness.
Although these companies have a large volume of this
type of insurance in force, it has become the weakest
and least appealing contract they have on the market.
This is the writer's contention in view of the smali
amount of benefit the companies pay for illness.

The

maximum is $10.00 per week in the companies studied.

To

further support this contention, the writer had the
experience of missing many sales while in the employ of

30

the Atlanta Life Insurance Company, because the benefits
were not commensurate with the "cost of living 11 •
times the writer was told by prospects,

11

Many

I would take

the policy, but it doesn't pay enough; that little bit
won 1:t even pay my rent if I get sick.,"
Another factor is that these companies' white competitors are paying a higher benefit, in most instances
t wice as much, which is resulting in a lot of' lapsed
policies for the Negro companiese
Policy _Provisions
(Dictated by the Insurance Commission)
The

11

Insurance Laws of Texas 11 spell out certain

provisions that must be contained in the policies issued
in the State of' Texas.

Some of' these provisions are::

1.

All. premiums shall be payable in advance
either at the home office of the company
o-r to an agent of' the company upon deli very
o~ a receipt signed by one or more of the
offiders who are designated in the policy.

2o

For a grace period of at least one month,
for the payment of every premium after the
first.,

3.,

That the PC?licy, or policy and application,
shall constitute the entire contract between
the parties and shall be incontestible not
later than two years from its date, except
for non-payment of premiumse

4. _A table showing in figureA the cash values
and the options available under the policy
each year, upon default in premium payments
during the first twenty (20) years of the
policy or the period during which premiums
are payable, beginning with the year in which
such values and options become available.18
18 Insurance Laws of Texas, 1949
'pp. 42-4~
v.

There are eight other provisions which must be
contained in the policy contract; however, they are of
such nature that only the insurance companies need to,
know them.
There are three non-forfeiture provisions in the
life insurance policies which all policyholders should
familiarize themselves with:
a.

Extended Insurance is term insurance granted
f'or that length o:f time which the cash value
used as a single premium, will provide extended insurance and enable the insured to
keep his policy alive for its full amount,
when the payment o:f ti~ premium would otherwise not be possiblee

b.

Paid-Up Insurance is a non-forfeiture value
1.-Jhich provides for a reduced amount of insurance payable under the same conditions
and in the same maP...ner as the original
insurance o . . Upon premium lapse the insured
may take paid-up insurance in lieu of his
cash valuee Paid-up insurance in the case
of an endowment policy is payable at the
end of the endowment Deriod or at prior
death of the insuredezu

c.

Cash Surrender Value is the amount available
in cash upon surrender of a policy be:fore
it matures as a death claii11 or otherwise. 21

Many policyholders allow their insurance to lal)-Se
after paying the premiums for one to ten years and sometimes longer, without taking advantage of these three
provisions which are stipulated in every policy.
19

11

ZO

Ibid.,, p. 57 •

Key To Life Insura nce", (Cincinatti:
Insurance School, 1934), p., 58.

21

Institute of Life Insurance, Q.E.

The

United

£.il.., Po 90.
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method of getting these non-forfeiture values varies
with the company as to the time limit in case of a
lapsed policy and also in making the desired procedure
known to the company.

When the insured fails to take

advantage of these provisions, he is merely giving the
insurance companies money out of his pockete

These things

need not happen if the companies had good public relations
and well-trained agents.
Two other important provisions especially to the
ins ured are::
a.

The incontestible clause in a life insurance
policy provides that the company may not
contest the contract if the contract is in
force during the life time of the insured for
a certain fixed period of time. In various
jurisdictions and in various policies the
time is fixed at from one to three years.

b.

The reinstatement. clause gives the insured the
right, in case he has lapsed his policy, to
have it restored to full force provided he
can satisfy the company of his insurability
and make a payment of overdue premiums vdth
interest and other iµdebtedness, if any,
against the policy~B2

To the writer, the provisions discussed in this
chapter are most important, especially to the policyholders.
However there are others of importance to the companiesoSince the companies are the insurers, and are subject
to the State of Texas, they will receive all information
incident to their operations from time to time~

22 _Q£
L • __ _£1:_.
·t , p ,. 90 .,
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Provisions _of reinstatement _and grace period in
policies of the _Atlanta Life and Golden State .Mutual.
Insurance Companies:
Atlanta Life
a.

Grace. A grace period of four weeks will be
granted for the payment of every premium after
the first, during which time the insurance
will be continued in force. If death should
occur during the days of grace, all overdue
premiums shall be deducted from the amount
payable hereunder, but neither this consideration nor the acceptance of any overdue
premium shall create an obligation on the
part of the company to receive premiums which
are over four weeks in arrears.

b.

Reinstatementci Should this policy lapse in
consequence of non-payment of premiums, it
may be reinstated within 52 we eks of ~he
date of c~fault in payment of premiums, unless the cash surrender value has been paid
or the period of automatic extended insurance
has expired, upon the insured's written
aprJlication therefor and the production of
evidence of insurability satisfactory to,
the Company and upon payment of all ov~sdue
premiums to the date of reinstatement.
Golden_State ..Mutual

a.

Grace. Any premium not paid when due is in
default, but a grace of thirty-one days without interest will be allowed for the payment
of every premium after the first, during which
Grace Period the policy will continue in force.
Should the Insured die during the Grace Period
the defaulted premium will be deducted in any
statement made hereunder.

b.

When in Default .. . If any premium be not paid
when due, or if any extension note or other
obligation hereunder be not paid when due,
the Policy is in def'ault and this Policy

23
· "Fifteen-Year Endowment Policy", Atlanta Life
Insurance Company, Atlanta Georgia.
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shall thereon become forfeited and void except
as herein provided.
c.

How Policy May Be Reinstated. __Should this
Policy be in default it may be reinstated
at any time within five years upon evidence
of insurability satisfactory to the Com?any,
and the payment of all past due premiums and
the payment or reinstatement of any other
indebtedness to the company upon the Policy,
each with interest at the rate of 6% a year. 24

24 "Whole Life Policy", Golden State Mutual Life
Insurance Company, L0 s Angeles, California.

CRAFTER IV
LAPSES IN ORDINARY POLICIES ISSUED BY THE SELECTED
COMPANIES
Meaning and nature o.f ordinary insurance.

Ordinary

life insurance is that type o.f insurance usually issued
in amounts of $1000 or more with premiums payable on an
annual, semi-annual, quarterly, or monthly basis.
Ordinary 11.fe insurance is the oldest type a£
life insurance and is the backbone o.f American
family protectionc Accounting for about twothirds o.f all · the li.fe insurance owned in the
United States, this type of insurance not onJ.y
gives ~rotection to the .family in case of death,
but also provides in most cases a means for the
insured to accumulate money for his own use in
later life when he may have outlived the need
for insurance protection. 2b
Ordinary insurance is yet in its infancy among
the Negro li.fe insurance companies in Houstono

However,

the amount o.f ordinary insurance in force in these companies is increasing by the year.

All o.f the companies

studied wirte ordinary li.fe insurance.
~

analysis . .Qf the volume .§!!Q_ value o.f ordinary

insurance _in selected companies, 1946-1956.

Because of

inadequate data from three of the companies a complete
.Qicture o.f what all the companies did for the eleven year
.Qeriod can not be shovm.

However, there is account of

25 Institute o.f Life Insurance,

.QJ?.•

cit., p.• 18.
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the operations of all the companies for 1956.

Only two

companies gave a complete analysis of their operations
for the eleven year period, 1946 through 1956 inclusive.
These two companies were the Watchtower Life Insurance
Company and the Excelsior Life Insurance Company.

How-

ever, Golden State Mutual did submit data for a five year
period, 1946 through 1950 inclusive.
The five companies had a total of 3045 ordinary
policies representing insurance to the amount of $3,516,380
in force at the end of the year 1956.

The policies ranged

in face value from $500.00 to ;jjil00,000, the average being
approximately $1 1 000.,

The ages of' the policyholders range

from one year to 55 years.2 6
A totc.:,.l of 345 ordinary policies representing
$346 ,:841 worth of insurance was lapsed in 1956 by these
companies.

These policies ranged in face value from $500

to $5,000, the average being $1200.

Nevertheless, these

companies revived a total of 206 ordinary policies representing $156,588 in insurance ..

The policies ranged

in face value from $500 to $lr:OOO, the average being
$760.

The ages of the policyholders ranged from one

year to 33 years.

This gave the companies a net lapse

of 139 ordinary policies representing $163, 347 worth
of insurance.,

26 As reported by the managers.
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An analysis . o f ~ ordinary. insurance in the

Watchtower Life Insurance Compan_y for the period .1946-1.956,
inclusive.,
In 1946, the Watchtower L1.fe Insurance Company had
a total of 347 policies representing ordinary insur2nce
to the amount of $276f869 in force.

The company wrote

a total of 176 policies representing insurance to the
amount of $156,000 ..

A net total of 58 policies re-

presenting insurance to the amount of $46,000 was
lapsed in 1946.

However, a total of 15 policies re-

presenting $9500 was revived by the company.,27
In 1.947 the company had a total of 425 policies
representing $345,139 worth of insurance in force, also
a total of 178 policies representing $160,000 in insurance
was written during the year.

The company had net lapses

totaling 128 policies representing $111,230 in insurance.
However, a total of' 33 policies representing $24,000 in
insurance was revived.
In 1948 the company had 468 policies representing
~377,289 in insurance in force ..

The company also wrote

a total oi 104 policies representing $97 ,,500 in insurance e
A net total of 58 policies representing $62,350 was lapsed
and there were no revivalse
In 1949 the Watchtower Life Insurance Company had
516 policies representing $428,071.50 in insurance in
27 Watchtower Lif'e Insurance Company's Annual.
Refort, 1950, Pe 2.
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force.

Ne·w business for the year amounted to a total of

114 policies with a face value of $108,500.

A net total

of 67 policies representing insurance to the amount of
$60,000 was lapsed,, whil.e a total of 10 policies repre-

senting $10,000 in insurance was revived. ·
In I .9 50 the Watchtower Life Insurance Company had
a total of 513 policies representing insurance to the .
amount of $425,764.

The company wrote a total of 63

policies representing $t4s500 in insurance.

It lapsed

a net total of 107 policies representing $95r500 in
insurance, which gave the company 148 per cent lapse
ratio.
In 1951 the Watchtower Life Insurance Company had
a total of 504 policies representing insurance to the
amount of $411,361..

The company wrote a total of 36

policies representing $33,000 in insurance.

It lapsed

a net total of 61 policies representing $55,000 in
insurance.

However, a total of 28 policies representing

$19~000 was revived by the companye
In 1952 the Watchtm\rer Life Insurance Company had
a total of 532 policies representing $444t695 worth of
insurance in force; also a totcl of 68 policies representing
$68 ,,000 in insurance was written during the year.

The

company had net lapses totaling 62 policies representing
$45,451 in insurance, but a total of 45 policies representing $42,000 in insurance was revived.
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In 1953 the company had 588 policies representing
$497 ,.292 in insurance in force.

The company also ·wrote

a total of 26 policies representing $35,000 in insurance.
A net total of 40 policies representing $14,396 was
lapsed, while a total of 17 policies repres enting $5,000
in insurance was revived.

In 1954 the company had 617 policies representing
$541,340 in insurance in i'orceo

New business for the

year amounted to a total of 96 policies with a face val.ue
of $1.00 ,,500..

A net total of 76 policies representing

insurance to the amount $44 ,,348 was lapsed, while a total
of 21 policies representing $20,000 in insurance was
revived.
In 1955 the company had 610 policies representing
$525 ,.094 in insurBnce in force e

The company also wrote

a total of 59 policies representing $52 , 000 in insurance.,
A net total of 80 policies representing insurance to the
amount of' :jp83;,246 was lapsed, while a total of 25 policies
representing $23,500 in insurance was revived.
In 1.956 the Watchtower Life Insurance Company had
609 policies representing $51.6,310 in insurance in forcee

The company also wrote a total 50 policies representing

$48,,ooo in insurance.

A net to'tal of 64 policies re-

presenting insurance to the amount of $64,500 was lapsed,
while a totai of 44 policies representing $44,000 in
insurance was revived.
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The Watchtower Life Insurance Company experienced
its lowest lapse ratio in 1.946, a low of· 29 per cent.
The lapse ratio for the oompany increased in 1947 to;
70 per cent, but the lapse ratio decreased in 1948 and
1949.

In 1950 the Watchtower Life Insurance Company

experienced its highest lapse ratio of 148 per cent,
which resulted in a decrease of the company 8 s insurance
in force of .7 of i per cent.
The lapse ratio for 1951 and 1952 decreased mo:re
than 50 per cent of the 1950 figure.

However, in 1.953

the lapse ratio decreased more than 70 per cent of the
1950 figure and 20 per cent more than the 1951 and 1952
figures.

However, it should be pointed out here that

this could have easily been due to the split year valuation
as remarked by Mr. Turner, Manager of Watchtower L1fe
-Insurance Company.
The lapse ratio for 1954 was approximately the
same as that of 1951 and 1952.

However, in 1955 the

company experienced its next heghest lapse ratio of
71 per cent, but the lapse ratio for 1956 decreased greatlyo

£!! analysis of the _ordinary _insurance in the
Excelsior Life . Insurance Companyfor . the . period 1.946-1956,
inclusive.
In 1946 the Excelsior Life Insurance Company had a
total of 111 policies representing ordinary insurance to
the amount of $72,938 in force.,

The company wrote a total.

of 8 policies representing insurance to the amount of
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$5,685.

A net total o:f 6 policies representing insurance

to the amount of $li500 was lapsed in 1946.

Revivals were

included in the new business.28
In 1947 the company had a total o:f 110 policies
representing $72 ,,538 worth o:f insurance in :force; also a
total of 19 po_licies representing $12,.760 in insurance was
written during the year.

The company had net lapses

totalling 13 policies representing $7~450 in insurance.
Revivals were included in the new business.
In 1948 the company had 97 policies representing
$66,572 in insurance in force.

The company also wrote a

total. of 14 policies representing $7 ,,650 in insurance.
A

net total o:f 14 policies representing $7r650 was

lapsed.

Revivals were included in the new business.,
In 1949 the Excelsior Life Insurance Company had

112 policies representing $73,538 in insurance in force.

New business :for the year amounted to a total of 17 policies
with a face value $5,025.,

A net total of 10 policies rep-

resenting insurance to the amount of $8r071 was lapsed.
Revivals were included in the new business.
In 1950 the Excelsior Life Insurance Company had
a total of 113 policies representing insurance to the
amount of $74,993.,

The company wrote a total o:f 19

policies representing $13,030 in insurance.
28
Excelsior
Re2ort, 1950, p. 96

&ill

It lapsed

Insurance Companygs Annual
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a net total of 7 policies representing $2,000 in insuranceo
Revivals were included in the new business"
In 1951 the Excelsior Life Insurance Company had
a total of ll2 policies representing insurance to the
amount of' %,73~938.

The company wrote a total of 9 policies

representing $6·, 705 in insurance.

It lapsed a net total

of 6 policies representing $1,500 in insurance.

Revivals

were included in the new business ..
In 1952 the company had a total of' 113 policies
representing $75, 493 worth of insurance in force, also,
a total of 9 policies repr,:: senting $6: 750 in insurance
was written during the year"

Revivals were included in

the new business.
In 1953 Excelsior had 97 policies representing
$66,572 in insurance in force.,

The company also wrote

a total of 8 policies representing $5,525 in insurance.
A net total of 11 policies representing $7,454 was lapsed.
Revival.s were included in the new business*
In 1954 the company had 126 policies representing
insurance to the amount of $87,421.

New business for

the year amounted to a total of 26 policies with a face
value of 23,, 236.,.

A net total of 10 policies representing

insurance to the amount of $8,,571 was lapsed.

Revivals

were included in the new business.
In 1955 the company had 124 policies representing
$86,021 in insurance in force.

The company also wrote a

total of 10 policies representing $8,603, in insurance.
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A net total of 3 policies representing insurance to the
amount of $2,508 was lapsed ..

Revivals were included in

the new business.
In 1956 the Excelsior Life Insurance Company had
109 policies representing $70,,295 in insurance in force.

The company also wrote a total of 9 policies representing
$7r281 in insurancee

A net total of 19 policies representing

insurance to the amount of $13s868 was lapsed.

Revivals

were included in the new business ..
The Excelsior Life Insurance Company experienced
its lowest lapse ratio in 1946.,

The company had an

average lapse ratio of 59.,4 per cent for the eleven year
period.

In 1947 and 1948 the company experienced a

very high lapse r atio of 80 per cent, but lapses decreased
in 1949 and 1950.

Then in 1951 the lapse ratio was

still in a downward trend, resulting in a lapse ratio
of 31 per cent.

However, lapses took a very high

climb in 1952 resulting in a lapse ratio of 76 per cent.
The year 1953 was another year of decreased lapses which
resulted in a ratio of 47 per cent.

Then in 1954 the

lapsed problem was still in somewhat of a dminward trend
reaching 39 per cent.

In 1955 the company experienced

its lowest lapse ratio, a r atio of 24 per cent.

In 1956

the company experienced its highest lapse ratio of 117
per cent.

This resulted in a slight reduction in the

personnel, further explaining that the greatest failing
power of any insurance company is the power of lapsese
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An analysis of the ordinary insurance in the Golden
State Mutual Life Insurance Compa_gy_ for t he period 194619501 inclusive~

1:'he Golden State Mutual Insurance Com-

pany had ordinary insurance amounting to $50t000 in force
in 1946, and $ 75 v000 in force in 1947 which represented
an increase of $25,000 in 1947 over 1946.

It shou:Ld be

pointed out here that this company had been doing business
in Houston a little over two years~

However in 1948 the

Company had $125,000 in ordinary insurance in force
and $200 , 000 at the end of 1949, which represented an
increa se of $75,000 over 1948.

Then in 1950, the company

added another $ 95:000 in increase over the 1948 figure
malring its total ordinary insurance in force $295 ~000
at the end of 1950.
Just as the insurance in force kept increasing ~
so did the new business, but not in the same sequence.
In 1946 the company wrote $50 ~000 in new business.

In

1947, $125,000 was put on the books; however, in 1948 ,,

new business dropped off 20fo of the 1947 figure to $100,000.
Then in 1949, a $100,000 addition to the new business was
made, which made the total i 200,ooo; but in 1950, new
business fell off 37.5 per cent of the 1949 figure, which
meant that only $125,000 was put on the books.
JLapses tended toward the same ·'-.rend as new business o
In 1946, $40,000 in insurance was lapsed, which was not
too high for the company at that time considering the
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large rate of unemployment in the Houston area.

In 1947r

the company lapsed ~100,000 which was 80 per cent of the
new business written.

Two major factors had entered the

general economic picture.

First, a number of plants were

shut down that had been engaged in the production of
war goods resulting in the unemployment of' many persons;,
and, second, most of the World War II soldiers who returned
to their homes went back to their old jobs, causing
individuals to be laid off or they obtained jobs previously held by civilian women.
These general conditions were reflected locally
in declining employment, strained living conditions,
and reallocation of family income to meet rising cost
of living.
In 1948, the company had lapses totaling $50 1,000.
This repre sented 50 per cent of the new business written
that year and also a 50 per cent decrease in lapses over
the 1947 figure.

The Company's lapses increased to the

amount of $125,000 in 1949,, at which time the economic
situation had begun to change again.

There was a de-

crease in employment and a decrease in production as
compa red with 1948.
The Golden State Mutual Life Insurance Company
had an average lapse ratio of 59.4 per cent for the five
year period.

In 1946 and 1947 the company experienced

its highest lapse ratios, 80 per cent; but lapses decreased in 1948 and 1949 to 50 per cent and 63 per cent
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respectively, and in 1950 lapses decreased to a low of
24 per cent.

This probably was due to increased efficiency

in the company's management as well as increased efficiency in the service rendered by its agents to the
policyholders.

In 1950 the company experienced its

lowest lapse ratio, Of $125,00 in new business only
$30,000 was lapsed which represented a lapse ratio of
only 24 per cent~
The company did not revive any policies for the
years 1946 and 1947; however, in 1948 its revivals
a.mounted to $10,000 which represented eight per cent
01' the company's lapses for that years

In 1949 revivals

amounted to $15,000 and in 1950 revivals amounted to
$10,000.

The company did not give the corresponding

number of policies that were representative of these
previous f c~ ce values of the polic-ies.,
An analysis of the . ordinary lapse ratios.

Several.

different methods have been used for the purpose of measuring the persistency of business written.,

The Temporary

National Economic Committee used a lapse ratio which
measured the relationship between the number of policies
lapsed and surrendered and the number of policies written
during the year. 29 Dr. Winfred o. Bryson used a lapse
ratio which measured the relationsh~p between the face
value of insurance policies lapsed and surrendered and
29 Bryson,

Q12. ..

cit., p. 38.
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the mean amount of insurance in force by the year. 30
The lapse ratios used in this thesis are similar to the
ones used by the Temporary National Economic Committee,
in that they measure the relationship between the face

value of tha policies written during the year.

The

writer chose this method because it appeared to him to
be most appropriate for this studys because of the fact
that it can be easily pointed out that if net lapses
exceed ne1.v business during any period, the company's
insur ance in force •w ill be decreased by the amount of
the differencec

Of course, the writer is aware that

other methods of terminating the policies have their
effects on the amount of insurance in force but the
writer is not concerned with those methods in this
study.
In summary, the lapse ratios of these three
companies were generally related to the economic condition during this eleven year period; however, there
were variations in all. three companies during the period.
The three companies had an aggregate amount of $399,807
worth of insurance in force in 1946, and the aggregate
amount increased each year to a high o.f $991.?'605,
which represented an increase of 147 per cent for the
eleven year periode

CHAPTER V
LAPSES IN INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE POLICIES IN SELECTED
COMPANIES
Meaning and nature of industrial .insurance.
Industrial life insurance is that type of lif'e insuranea
issued in small arnounts, not over $500.

In most cases t,

with premiums payable on a weekly or monthly basis and
generally collected

at

the insured's home by an agent

o:f the company. 31
Industrial insurance is the core of the Negro
lif'e insurance companies.

Although Negroes carry a

considerable amount of insurance of the ordinary type,
they are principally holders of' industrial. and other
weekly and monthly premium forms of insurance.
As Stuart puts it:.
Colored people are industrial people weekly
wage earners. Hence, anything that proyides
medicine and medical. services in times of
pbysica disability presents an almost compelling
appeale
1
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This is one of' the main reasons why Negro companies have
concentrated in the industrial branch of insurance, since
their clients are Negroes and Negroes prefer the industrial type of' insurance.
An analysis .of' .the volume and value of' industrial
insurance in selected _companies, 1946-56.

Because of

31 Institute of' Life Insurance, 012. cit., p. 91..
32

Stuart,

.

..Q.Q.

cit., p. 36.
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inadquate data from three of the companies a complete
picture of what all the companies did for the eleven
year period can not be shown.

However, there is account

o:f the operations of all the companies for 1956.

Only

two gave a complete analysis of their operations for the
eleven year period, 1946 through 1956, inclusive.
companies are the Watchtower and Excelsior.

These

However

the other three companies, the Universal Life, Atlanta
Life and Golden State Mutual gave their industrial
insurance as weekly collectable debits.
The five companies ·had a total 110,900 industrial policies representing $22r659rl80 in force at
the end of the year 1956.

The policies ranged in face

value from $200-.00 to $500, the average being approximately
$200.

The ages of the policyholders range from one

month to 70 years.33
A

total of 40,285 policies representing $11~202,115

worth of insurance was lapsed in 1956 by these companies.
These policies ranged in face value from i350 to i500,
the average being $400.

Nevertheless, these companies

revived a total of 890 industrial policies representing
$201,965 in insurance.

The policies ranged in face

value from $350 to $500, the average being $400.

The

ages of' the policyholders ranged from one year to 33 years.
33, As reported by the managers.
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This gave the companies a net lapse of 39,395 industrial
policies representing $356,000 worth of insurance.
An analysis. of the. industrial . insurance in

~

Excelsior Life Insurance Company for the period 1946-1956,
inclusive.
In 1946 the Excelsior Eife Insurance Company had
a total of llt259 policies representing industrial insurance to the amount of $1,509,376 in forces

The com-

pany wrote a total of 1:383 policies representing insurance to the amount af' $93,146 was lapsed in 1946. 34
In 1947 the company had a total of 12,560 policies
representing $1,707,762 worth of insurance in force, also
a total of 1,685 policies representing $362,815 in insurance was written during the year.

The company had

net lapses totaling 1,011 policies repres enting $223t417
in insurance.
In 1948 the company had 12,400 policies representing $1,570,040 in insurance in force.

The company

also wrote a total of ·l,140 policies representing $277,300
in insurance.

A net total of 1,116 representing $261,117

was lapsed.
In 1949 the Excelsior Life Insurance Company had
12,:876

force.

policies representing $1.,.8 43,274 in insurance in
New business for the year amounted to l,257
34

Excelsior Life Insurance .. Company's __Annual.
Report, 1950, p. 6. -
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policies with a f ace value of $352,650,.

A net total

of 676 policies representing insurance to the amount
of $139,,416 was lapsed ..
In 1950 the company had a total of 11,161 policies
representing insurance to the amount of $1,509,010.

The

company wrote a total of 1, 304 policies representing
$302 ,,641 in insurance.

It lapsed a net total of 961.

policies representing $197 1 562 in insurance.
In 1951 the Excelsior Life Insurance Company had
a total of lls262 policies representing insurance to the
amount of $1.,509,576 ..

The company wrote a total of

1,393 policies representing $320,,651 in insurance.

It

lapsed a net total of 488 policies re presenting $90 t l45
in insurance ..
In 1952 The Excelsior Life Insurance Company had
a total of 12,563 policies representing :/iil, 708,.162
worth of insurance in force; also a total of 1,760 policies
representing $230,427 in insurance, was written during
the year.

The company had net lapses totaling l r.057

policies representing $230 , 427 in insurance.
In 1953 the company had 12,402 policies representing $1,571,043 in insurance in force ..

The company

also wrote a total of 1,386 policies representing $347,571
in insurance.

A net total of 1,430 policies representing

~296,348 was lapsed.
In 1954 the company had 12;946 policies representing $1,846,274 in insurance in force.

New business for
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the year amounted to a total of 1,140 policies with face
value of $277,395.

A net total of 962 policies represen-

ting insurance to the amount of $199t583 was lapsed.
In 1955 the company had 12,301 policies representing
$1, 718,,168 in insurance in force.

The company also wrote

a total of 1,139 policies representing $316 1 913 in insurance.

A

net total of 1,047 policies representing

insurance to the ·amount of $226 1 427 in insurance was
lapsed.
In 1956 the ::Excelsior Life Insurance Company had
a total of 12,230 policies representing insurance to
the amount of $1,651,328.

The company also wrote a total

of 1,250 policies representi.n.g $353 s 600 in insurance.

A

net total of 912 policies representing insurance to the
amount of $247,270 was lapsed.
AlL revivals were included in the new business.
An analysis of the industrial insurance in the

Watchtower Life Insurance Company for the period.194656, inclusive.
In 1946 the Watchtower Life Insurance Company had
a total of 19,872 policies representing industrial insurance to the amount of $3 r 721,,719 in force..

The com-

pany wrote a total of 4,826 policies representing in-

surance to the amount of $1,446,118.

A net total of

5,014 policies representing insurance to the amount of
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$1,107,362 was lapsed in 1946.

However, a total of

208 policies representing $47,213 in insurance was revived by the companyo 35
In 1947 the company had a total of 20 1 419 policies
representing $4,207,286 worth of insurance in force; also
a total of 5fl24 policies representing $1,306,610 in
insurance written during the year.

The company had

net lapses totaling 6,102 policies representing ~ls416,613
in insurance.

However, a total of 389 policies re-

presenting $68,804 in insurance was revived.
In 1948 the company had 23,514 policies representing ~4,869,006 in insurance in force.

The company

also wrote a total of 7,814 policies representing $2r,667,104
in insurance.

A

net total of 4,608 policies represen-·

ting $1,197,179 was lapsed and 408 policies representing

insurance to the amount of $93,.,409 was revived.
In 1949 the Watchtower Life ]nsurance Company
had 21,631 policies representing $3,679,512 in insurance
in force.

New

business for the year amounted to a to-t al

of 5,010 policies with a face value of $1,276,8020

A

net total of 5,076 policies representing insurance to
the amount of

~~ l 1127, 600

was lapsed, while a total of

239 policies representing $61,900 in insurance was revived.

In 1950 the company had a total of 21,786 policies
representing insur8llce to the amount of $3,692,,519.
35

Watchtower Life Insurance Com2any 1 s Annual
Re2ort, 1950, p. 4.
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company wrote a total of' 4,879 policies representing
$1,442,109 in insurance.

It lapsed a net total of 6,,172

representing $1i504,612 in insurance and had revivals
amounting to 168 policies which represented $39 1 393 in
insurance.
In 1951 The Watchtower Life Insurance Company
had a total of 2l r 935 policies representing insurance to
the amount of $3, 682,552.

The company wrote a total o,f

5,326 policies representing $1,366,802, in insurance.

It

lapsed a net total of 5,104 policies representing $1,187,392
in insurance; however, a total of 391 policies representing
$6'8, 854 was revived by the company ..
In 1952 The Watchtower Life Insurance Company had
a total of 20,397 policies representing $3,,,555, 719 -worth
of insurance.· in force; also a total of 4,929 policies
representing $1,457,119 in insurance was written during
the yeare

The company had net lapses totaling 6 1 198

policies representing $1,567,653 in insurancee

However,

a total of 402 policies representing $72,989 in insurance
was revived.
In 1953; the company had 19,691 policies representing
$3,882,705 in insurance in force.

The company also wrote

a total of 3,880 policies representing $999,725 in ihsurance.

A net total of 4,682 policies representing

$1,202,189 was lapsed, while a total of 204 policies representing $46 t,253 in insurance was revived.
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I n 1954 the company had 20,,629 policies representing
$4,209,285 in insurance in f orce.

New business for the

year amounted to a total of 9,871 policies with a face
value of $2,607,116.

A net total of 7,911 policies

repres enting insurance to the amount of $2,607,116 was
lapsed, while a total of 448 policies representing
$_9 6, 490 in insurance was revived~
In 1955 The Watchtower Life Insurance Company
had 23, 600 policies representing $4,872,007 in insurance
in f orce.

The company also wrote a total of' 7,915

policies representing $2 , 688,778 in insurance.

A net

total of 7,560· policies representing insurance to the
amount of $2,349,741 was lapsed, while a total of 240
policies representing insurance to the amount of $62,.110
was revived.

In 1956 the Watchtower had 22,180 policies with
a face value of 4,,531 , 836.

New business for the year

amounted to a tota:l of 9 , 706 policies with a face value
of 2,,537, 708.,

A net total of 8,057 policies representing

insurance to the amount of $2 , 240,423 was lapsed, while
a total of 178 policies with a face value of 40,393 was
revived.,
An analysis . of industrial insurance in the Atlanta

Life,, the Universal Life, fil:E the . Golden _State Mutual
Life Insurance _Companies, _in the form of weeklY: col-_
lectible debits, for the period 1946-1950, inclusive.
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In 1946 these three companies had a ~14,433~80
weekly collectible debit in force.

These companies

wrote premiums on new business amounting to $ll~477.25.
In 1947 these companies had in force $13,226.99
in weekly collectible premiums..

Also, during .1_9 47,

$9,.702,48 in premiums was written by the companies.
In 1948; and in 1949 the weekly colle.ctible debits
increased better than $6,000 each year.

The figures

were $19,306.44 and $25 1,401.60, respectively.,

Also

in 1949 these companies wrote $14,562.05 worth of insurance.
In 1950, these companies had $29r480e70 in force, and
$11,719.17 in weekly premiums was written.
Lapse . Ratios . in industrial. policies in the selected
companies . 1946-1956., Lapses, in general, have been high
in all of the companies, but not to the same extent in
all of the companies.
The lapse ratios for the individual companies
for the period covered averaged froj 50 per cent to 92
per cent.

Golden State Mutual had the lo1.•1est average

for the period which was 50 per cent.

The Watchtower

Life Insurance Company had the greatest average lapse
ratio for the period, which was 92 per cent.

The

reasons for these lapses will be discussed in Chapter VI.
It is interesting to note that the companies
revived quite a large portion of their lapses yearly.
Ho\vever, these revivals have no effect on the lapse
figures in that the lapse figures represent the years
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covered, which were obtained by subtracting the amount
or the revivals ror a year rrom the gross amount or
lapses ror the same year.
The lapses in both the ordinary and industriai
insurance rollowed very closely the same trend; however,
lapses were higher in the industrial business than in
the ordinary business ror the greater part or the period
covered.

CHAPTER VI
REASONS FOR AND EF'FECTS OF LAPSES IN Th~ SELECTED

COMPANIES REASONS FOR LAPSES
There are as many reasons for policy l 2pses as
there are policyholders.

An individual is controlled

by many influences and factors which determine what
decissions he will or will not make.

However, in order

to get a representation from the parties concerned, the
writer

has chosen to discuss the reasons from three

points of view:

(1) the national point of view, (2) the

company's point of view, and (3): the policyholders'
point of view.
National point of view.

From a national point

of view there are many reasons for the lapsing of a policy,
but the follovling are generally regarded as the principal
reasons: 36
l.

Improper selling

2.

Improper delivery

3.

Folicyholder misunderstands his policy

4.

Failure to keep in touch i:J ith policyholder

5.

Failure to arrange for future payments

6.

Policyholder moves

7.

Policyholder alibies

36 The Key to Life Insurance, (United Insurance
School, Cincinatti, Onio, 1934), p. 251.
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8.

Overloading applicant

9o

Switching

10.

A real or fancied grievance against company
or agent

11.

Closing of ca ses before policyholders are
really sold

12.

Lack of money

Let us discuss these in detail.

Improper sel-

ling, as de f ined by the writer, is selling an individual
an insurance policy that does not fit his need.
reason,

11

The

didn' t like contract", given by 11 per cent

of the 152 ex-policyholders relates to improper selling.
If an individual is sold the right policy for his need:
he will appreciate the policy because it is 1:1hat he wants.
Improper delivery can result in the lapsing of
a policy when an agent promises a client thet he will
deliver a policy on a certain date, and when the agent
gets the policy he puts it in his desk drawer where
it remains for two or three weeks.

The client may be-

come disgusted v.Ji th the agent and take out another insurance policy ::i th some other company, or he may refuse
to accept the policy when the agent delivers it because
the agent did not make the delivery on or near the date
he promised.
That the policyholder misunderstands his policy
is true of individuals who may read their policies, but
do not understand the policies because of the technical
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language in which the policies are written.

This reason

was not given by the expolicyholders studiedc
Failure to keep in touch with policyholder is
an act of the agent.

It is the agent's responsibility

to keep in touch with his policyholder.
Failure to arrange for future payments is an act
comt:-iitted by the policyholder or premium payer.

This

reason was not given by the policyholders in this
study.

However, it is the duty of a policyholder to

inform his agent or the insurance company when conditions
arise that will alter the payments of his premiums.
When a policyholder moves he should notify .his
agent or the insurance company.

This reason was given by

16 per cent of the ex-policyholders as the reason for

lapsing their policies ..
:Policyholder alibis, as defined by the \•1ri ter,,
are reasons insurance prospects give agents to avoid
purchasing an insurance.,
Overloading applicant relates to the reason given
by 3 per cent of the ex-policyholders, and it was "too
much insurance 11 e

A common measuring stick for this is

that an individual should never spend more than 10
per cent of his earnings for insurance protection.

In

selling an individual an insura.Dce policy, an agent
should never sell him a policy whose premium is equal to
or above 10 per cent of the individual's earnings.

If
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the agent does, he is likely to lose this policyholder,
because his insurance premium will be taking more than
its share of the income which will not last .for long
if the other things the po,l icyholder desires to buy are
more important than insurance.
Switching, that is, changing from one insurance
plan to another or changing from one company to another
is a prevalent practice.
A.

real or fancied grievance against the company or

agent relates to two reasons given by the ex-policyholders
in this study.

The reasons are t11agents 1 attitudes or

actions" which was given by 26 per cent of the ex-policyholders~
and "some fault of the company" which was given by 5 per
cent of the ex-po.l icyholders as their reason for letting
their insurance lapse.

It can be seen here that 26

per cent of the ex-policyholders gave the agent's attitude
or action as their reason for letting their insur~ce
lapse, which means that the importance of the agent in
the lapse problem was definitely shown by this group
of ex-policyholders.
Closing of cases before policyholders are really
sold is an act of the agent.

Some agents do what is

lmown in insurance language as "high pressure" selling.
This type of selling almost forces an individual to
commit himself in favor of the agent, but the indiVidual
is not sold.

The method of selling emphasizes the close,

but with a good
he must

11

insurance salesman it is the opposite;

sell 11 before he "closes".
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Lack of' money is related to the r eason given by
the ex-policyholders, "premium payers' economic conditions",,
which 31 per cent gave as their reason for letting their
insurance lapse.

This helps to support the claim made

by the writer that one of the main sources of the lapse
problem was the economic condition of the Negro in
Houston.

Fifty per cent of the reasons for lapses pre-

viously mentioned , can be traced to agents either directly
or indirectly.

An agent must realize that when he de-

livers a policy his work has just begun because that
policy can increase or decrease his pay check.
The companye s . poj_nt of viev,.

According to the

of'ficials of the companies, lapses are plaguing creatures
to their industry.

Some reasons for lapses as stated

by the officials are:
1.

Lack of appreciation on part of insured

2.

Kind of policy does not meet need

3&

Poor service

4e

Poor selling

5.

Mobility of policyholder

All of the reasons given by the managers of the selected
companies ·were given either as national reason or giveh
by the ex-policyholders or both~

For instance, reasons

number 1 and 2 given by the managers, which were

11

lack

of appreciation on the part of the insured 11 and "kind of
policy does not meet need 11 , are related to the "didn •t
like contract"· reason given by the policyholders.

Reason
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number 3, "poor service", given by the managers,, is
related to the ex-policyholders' reason number 2, "agent I s
attitude or action".

Reason number 4,

11

poor selling",

as given by the managers, is directly related to the
national reason "improper selling".

Reason number 5,,

"mobility of policyholders", as given by the managers

was· also given as a national reason and by the expolicyholders as a reason f'or letting their policies
lapse.

Two reasons out of the five given by company

officials dominated their thinking.
11

poor service" and "poor selling".

These reasons were
Again, one can see

f'rom these two main reasons that the agent is the key
man to the lapse problem.
Reasons for lapses,§..§. given .me the policyholder ..
The writer interviewed 152 ex-policyholders of the selected
companies for the purse of' getting their personal reasons
for letting their policies lapse.
grouped under eight headings ..

These reasons were

Thirty-one per cent of

the reasons given by these ex-policyholders concerned
their economic conditions, twenty-six per cent involved
the attitude or action of the agent, sixteen per cent
related to the mobility of the policyholder, and the
other five reasons ranged from three per cent to nine
per cent.
Here again can be seen the importance of the
agent as the key to the lapse problem.

Lack of' contract

appreciation, agent's attitude and action, and the mobility
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of the policyholder, especially in the local area, are
the responsibilities of the agent when expressed as
reasons for lapses.

This is true of the agent, because

an agent should keep in close contact with his policyholders either by phone 1 relative, neighbor, or the company.
TABLE IX

REASONS FOR LAPSES AS GIVEN BY EX-POLICYHOLDERS OF
SELECTED COMfANIES
Reason for Lapse

Number

Premium payers economic condition
Agent's attj+:ude or action
Mobility of policyholders
Spouse objected
Didn't like contract
Some fault of company
Separ2.tion in family
Too much insurance
TOTAL

Fer Cent of Total

47
39
25
13
11
7
5
4
152

Source:

31
26

16
9
7
5
3
3

100

Data compiled from Schedule II6

The reasons given by the ex-policyholders did not
set conditions that were really necessary for letting
their policies lapse in all cases.

In fact, only in the

first reason is there a condition set up for policy
lapses that is unavoidable.

That reason is premium

payers' economic conditions.

Insofar as the other

reasons are concerned, they could be prevented.

As

to the second reason given by the policyholders, "agent's
attitude or action"! if an individual is dissatisfied
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with an agent of the company, he can have another collect
his premiums.

In the case of the mobility of the policy-

holder an individual should notify the company of his
change of address.

In the case of the spouse objecting

and too much insurance, those conditions could have been
prevented during the time the policy was taken out.

The

writer believes that if' an individual was concious of
the investment he had made in his insurance policy,
he would not let these minor reasons dissolve his
insurs nce programe

The individual has a definite amount

of' savings in his insurance policy which, of course,
is also his investment.
Some other po i nts of interest that were observed
from the policyholders were that less than 10 per cent
of' them 1--ead or had their policies read to them by the
agent.

Very few had been asked · by the companies I agents

to revive their insurance, andmmany had since taken out
policies with other companies •
. Whole lif'e contracts are most frequently lapsed in
the companies.

For verification, when the companies were

asked lJhich one of their contracts was most f'requently
lapsed, four companies said whole life, three companies
said health and accident, and two companies said endowmente
The greatest percentage of policy lapses occurred
during the first six months the policies were in force.
Also, lapses tended to decrease 1:1ith the age of the
policies.

That is, the longer the policies were in force,

the less was the lapse percentage.
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EFF'.ECTS OF LAPSES ON 'YtlE I NCOME AND SURPLUS OF THE

SELECTED COivIPANIES

Lapses represent a general problem in the insurance
industry and they affect many phases of operation.

The

writer, however, is concerned with the effects lapses
have on company income

and

surplus.

The writer will

discuss the effects of lapses on income and surplus in
conjunction with some effects given by the off icials in
the companies.
Incomeo

Lapses are detrimental to both the policy-

holder and the insurance company because they break up
the normal bases on which insurance, to the best advantage,
is planned to operatee37

This is true when looking at

three of the main factors on which insurance companies
are built.

Dollars, experience, and integrity, working

in conjunction, make a strong insurance company.

A loss

of' either one of the three might result in the dissolution
of a company.

The insured loses .the money he has invested

in the policy in the form of premiwns.

The lapse decreases

the premium income ·which is the main source of revenue
for an insurance company e

Seventy-nine per cent o.f the

income of insurance companies in the United States comes
from premium income in l949e38
The effect is brought out by E., E. Diamond, Manager,
Houston District, Universal Life Insur2nce Company, in his
37 John W.. ·Daniels, Executive Secretary, Insurance
Exchange, Houston, Texas. Interview.
38 Life Insurance Fact Book, 1950., .2.E.• cit., p. 43.
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statement,

11

The effects of lapse policies is felt greatly

in premium income, due to the fact that the companies
go to a great expense in issuing the policy, paying the
agent for writing the business, and setting up bookkeeping
for handling the business.

They do all of this with the

expectation of getting the money back from premium income.
Therefore,, when a policy lapses, this source of revenue
is cut off .11 39
To sum it up, J 0 seph J. Funches, Manager of Golden
State Mutual, stated that

11

Life insurance companies are

dependent upon their persistency of premium income; in
other ·words, the business that stays is the business that
paysu.40
Surplus.

There are three ways by which the surplus

of an insurance company can be increased.

These are

(l) premium income, (2) investments, and (3) lapses.

In

the normal business operations of an insurance company,
profits arise through the media of premium income and
investment which ultimately find their way into surplus.
The writer excludes income from lapses from his discussion
of profits which arise out of the normal operation of
the business of an insurance company because such a
company does not operate with the expectation of making
profits from the number of lapsed policies that it experiences,
39 E. E. Diamond, Manager, Houston District, Universal
Life Insurance Company, Houston, Texas. Interview.
40
Joseph H. Funches, Manager of Golden State
Mutual, Houston, Texas. Interview.
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but rather from the number of policies in force and the
return on its investments.
that

11

Unlike Stuart, who contends

from lapses an unfair profit is derived 1141 , the

writer prefers to say that from lapses an unfair income
is derived.

While the writer excludes income derived from
lapses from the category of profits, he recognizes that,
like profits, income from lapses increases surplus.
is this truei

A

Why

certain percentage of every premium dollar

goes into a contingent reserve fund from which the company will be able to meet all its obligations to policy-

holders when they come due.

In the event an individual

allows his insurance to lapse by premium default, that
portion of all premiums paid by him which has gone into
the reserve fund is released to the company, and is credited
by the company to surplus.

It is in this manner" then,,

that lapses increase surplus.
The amount of this premium reserve which can be
credited to surplus depends upon the table under which
the company operates.

As.

stated by Funches, "Under the

A. Ee table, if a policy lapses before the non-forfeiture
values were available, all the reserve cash went into
surplus.

Under the

c.

S.

o.

table of operations non-

for·fei ture values are available earlier; theref·ore .
4

- l · Stuar t , .Q.E.

C J.· t

• , p • 44 e
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about 15 per cent of the reserve would go into surplus,
while the b ct lance would be a liability to the company
through non-forfeiture values 11 • 42 .
It can be seen, then, that in essence lapses
affect both income and surplus by a decrease in the
former and an increase in the latte:r.
42 Funches,

Q.12..•

cit. Interview.

CH.APTER VII
SUMMARY, OBSERVATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary.

This thesis has dealt with the problem

of lapses in Negro life insurance companies
Houston area.

in the

The writer will now summarize the facts

or findings in each chaptero
In Chapter I, the writer stated the problem from
a theoretical and practical point of view.

From the

theoretical point or view, the savings and investment
approach was used.

From the practical point of view,

the economic and cultural status of the Negro and the
agency force of the selected companies were pointed out
as the

main two sources from which the problem of

la2ses ariseso
set forth.

The study was delimited and the aims

Some related studies and sources were given.

The method used in gathering the data was threefold; the
use of schedules, the examination of current literature,
and interviews.

The writer believed the study to be

important to the company and agents as well as to the
:i;io.1licyholders.

To companies and their agents the study

is important because the opinions and suggestions are
p.o oled and presented so that all the companies and agents
who desire to make use of them may do so.

To the policy-

holders the study is important in that many important
things that are in their policies are brought to their
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attention, especially the non-forfeiture values.
In Chapter II, the historical background of the
problem was presented.

This involved socio-economic

factors, the effects of segration and discrimination,
the relation of Negro insurance business in the Houston
area to the national volume of insurance, and the distribution of agents in the companies studied.

It was

found that the selected companies had a high agency
turnover, ranging from 50 per cent to 98.2 per cent,
with an over-all average of approximately 82.2 per cent
for the eleven year period.

In Chapter III an analysis of the policies and
contracts written by the selected companies was given.
The types of policies and some of the policy.-provisions,
as set forth by the Insurance Laws of Texas, were discussed.

The three non-forfeiture provisions of life

insurance policies were explained.

This explanation

is aimed at helping policyholders and premium payers.

In Chapter

rJ' an analysis of the lapses

m

ordinary

insurance for the period ]946 through 1956 was given.
All five companies write ordinary life insurance.

Data

were available for all companies for l.956, for the
Golden State for the period 1946-50 as well, and for
the Watchtower and the Excelsior for the entire elevenyear period.

Hence a complete analysis of only the last
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two was possible.

In Chapter Van analysis of lapses in industrial
insurance policies was given.

A complete picture of

the industrial business done by the Ex:celsior Life Insurance company and the Watchtower Life Insurance Company was given.

Inf'ormation on industrial insurance in

the Atlanta Life, the Universal Life, and the Golden
State Mutual Life Insurance Companies was available only
for the five-year period 1946-50, inclusive, and this
information was given as collectable weekly debits.
The lapse ratios for ordinary and industrial insurance
were composed and then correlated with the general
economic conditions for the period covered.

It was

found that that was a definite relationship between
the lapses ratios and the general economic conditions.

In Chapter VI the reasons for and effects of lapses
in the selected companies were discussed.
were given from three points of view~

The reasons

the national

point of view, the company's point of view, and the
policyholder's point of view.

From the reasons given

by these three srouces the writer concluded that the
agent and the economic conditions of the premium payer
were the main sources from which the lapse problem
stimmed.

The effects of lapses in the selected companies

were discussed in light of the way in which income and
surplus of the selected companies were affected by the
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Observations.
l.

There are approximately 135 1 000 Negroes
in Metropolitan Houston.

2.

The main sources of the lapse problem
are the economic conditions and cultural
habits of the clientele and the attitudes
and behavior of the company's agents.

3.

The training period for new agents is
~os~rl.

4.

The white companies have a more appealing
contract in some cases than the Negro
Companies.

5.

The agency turnover is too high.
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Despite the handicap placed upon Negro
life insurance companies by the lack of
well~trained agents and segregated
customs and laws, the Negro companies
have managed to increase the amount of
their insurance in force each year.

Reconnnendations.

The writer is offering the recom-

mendations which follow as suggested means of alleviating
lapses in Negro life insurance companies in the Houston
area.

The recommended practices are being executed by
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some of the companies, but not by all of them, and in
some cases where the practices are being executed, they
are not being executed to the most efficient extent.
1. Agency procurement, training, and compensation.
It is imperative that the management should
hire the highest type of men available.

To

assure this, all new agents should be given
some form of intelligence test and should
have at least a high school education.

All

new agents should be given sufficient training in
ing

the office and on the field before be-

left on their own.

The agents should be

taught to sell insurance policies which fit
the

needs of the

good risks.

prospect and also to sell

New agents should be guranteed a

salary for at least one year or until their
commissions are sufficient to yield a decent
income, whichever is first.

Negro management

must realize that the time has come when "you
get what you pay f'or 11 •
salaries.

Good men mean good

Through proper training and com-

pensation of the agents, the turnover of' agents
may be reduced as well as the lapse ratio.
Both a high turnover of agents and a high iapse
ratio are expense to the insurance companies.
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A good program for training agents should
lead to increased insurance in force, lower
lapse ratios, and increased premium income.
2.

Keeping a watchful eye over the insurance field.
By this the writer means that the competitors' product should be lmown.

The companies

should keep a competing product on the field.
When deemed necessary, revisions should me
made in insurance plans to meet the needs of
the people, especially in the present health
and accident insurance plans.
3.

Territorial limitations.
The companies should cultivate the insurance
field intensively.

The territory of an agent

should be limited because an agent can cover
only so much territory effectively.

There are

approximately 135,000 Negroes in Houston and
it is understood that every company •will not
sell to every individual, but there are enough
prospects for each company to get a share.
By doing a good job of intensive selling, the

likelihood of white agents representing white
companies coming behind the Negro agents and
selling will be reduced.
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4.

Good public relations.
The management should make an agent service
his debit erficiently on the assumption that
courtesy and politeness are always welcome.
The companies should distribute more or their
literature to the policyholders.

Agents should

be advised to ex:glain policies toclients on delivery., A good public relations program shoul.d
lead to increased policy purchases and decreased
lapse ratios.
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Lewis J. Hodge, Investigator

Survey of Lapsed Policies
Schedule Number II

Reasons For Policy Lapses According to PolicyHolder or Premium Payer
1.

What kind of' Insurance did you have with this Company?

2.

Whoi took out this policy with the Company?___________ •
Why?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

---·

3.

How long were you insured by this Company?_ _ _yrs. _ _ _mos.

4.

Have you read your policy? Yes_No_
Did you know how and when your policy could and would lapse
from reading the policy ( Yes_No__ ) or from the agent
( Yes_ _No _ _ ).

5.

State under the following headings your reasons for letting
your insurance lapse?
a.

Premium Payer's (Your) economical condition. _______ •

b.

Some fault of the company

c.

An agent's attitude or action

d.

Moving from place to place by the Policy-Holder_ _ _ _ _ _ •

e.

Other reasons you may have:
(l) _ _ _ __

----------- •

-----------•

(2) _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - -

6.

Has any agent of the Company asked you to revive your Insurance?

7.

Yes_ No_ _ W h e n ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
Would you let this Company reinsure you? Yes_ No_ _

8.

Are you insured by any other Company?. Yes_ _ No·_, __

9.

Did you try to reinstate yourself (or the insured)?
•
or did you try to recover what you had paid in, in part of all?

lo.

What has been the result of this policy lapse on your plaDs
and program of insurance?

-------------------------------------------------·
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Survey of Lapsed Policies
Schedule Number I

Lewis J. Hodge, Investigator

Kinds, Number and Dollar Value of Policies
Written, Lapsed and Revived in Negro Insura nce
Companies in Houston, Texas, 1946-1956, with
Certain Historical Information
I.

Historical Information
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

II.

Name of Company
. . . . ___,..,,.,,----,,.---Type of Company (a) Mutual_(b) Stock_i(c) Mixed_
Date of Organization in Houston.__ __ _ _ _ _--,.. _ __
Location of Home Office, City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _State_ _ __
Number of agents under your supervision.__ _ _ _ _ _ __
Length of service of' oldest agent_Yrs.
Length of service of youngest agent_Mos._Yrs.
How many new a gents have you hired since l945?_How
many of this number are yet with your company?_ _ __
Does your company offer a training period .for new agents?
Yes
No
What is the length of t his period___weeks
,....,.,_--,------~-months~__,,---yea rs
What lcind of Life Insurance does your company write?.
Check a. Ordinary Life & Endowment__b. Ordinary
Health and Accident__c. Ordinary Hospitalization_
d. Ordinary Annuity__e. Industrial Life and Endowment
_ f . Industrial Health and Accident_g. Industrial
Hospitalization__h . Group__i. Others___________

I

. !'

I ,I
,' I,

'

I

. !\
I•

Statistical information to be suplied on various kinds of
insurance, exclusive of Industrial Life Insurance.
I.

INSURANCE

IN FORCE AT END OF EACH YEAR-

1 ·· .

Date
1946
1947
1948

1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956

ORDINARY
No. of Policies
Amts. in Dollars

I NDUSTRIAL
No. of Policies

Amts. in

Dnl

lar•

I
'

I
I

!
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II. COMPIETE PICTURE OF "NEW BUSI NESS"

ORDI NA..'ltY
No. of policies

Date

Amts. in Dollars

I NDUSTRIAL
No. of Policies

Amts. in Dollars

1946
191.J.7

- -

1948
1949
1950
19.51

·-

--

1952
1953
1954
19.5.5
1956

·-

I

Ill • CO:MPL:£TE PICTURE OF THE "I.APSES"

lli.te

I

ORDINARY

No, of Policies

Alnts. in Dollars

I NDUSTRIAL
No. of Policies

-

Amts. in Dollars

1946
1947
1948
1949
19.50
1951
19.52
1953
19.54

1955
_!25,_6___

-
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i
I

I

IV. NUMBER OF POLICIES "REVIVED 11 -

Date

ORDINARY
No. of Policies
Amts. in Dollars

INDUSTRIAL
No. of l?olicies

Amts. in Dollars

1946

I

1947

I,

1948

I

1949

I,

I

1:

1950

i

1951

!

1952
1953

I
I

I

1954

I
I

1955
1956

I
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Drawer 741.
Crockettt, Texas
February 2, 1957

Mrs. Virginia Thompson Holran
Director, Division of
Statistics and Research
Institute of Life Insurance
488 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.
Dear Mrs. Holran~
I am preparing a thesis at Prairie View Agricultural
and Mechanical College as a partial fulfillment of
the Master of Arts Degree a The title is "Lapsed Policies
in Negro Life Insurance Companies in Houston, Texas o tt;
Please send me any documents containing
detailed information on lapses.

I shall be grateful to you for any materials
you send and other suggestions you may offer as to
sources and techniquese
Respectfully yourst-

Lewis J. Hodge
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February 2, 1957
Drawer 74l.
Crockett, Texas

Board of Insurance Commissioners
Austin, Texas
Gentlemen:
I am preparing a Thesis at Prairie View Agricultural
and Mechnical Colleg as a partial fulfillment of the
Master of Arts Degree. The title is "Lapsed Policies
in Negro Life Insurance Companies in Houston, Texas."
Please send me copies of your Annual Report for
the years 1946-1956, a copy of the Insurance Laws for
the State of Texas, and any other documents containing detailed information on the following companies:
Atlanta Life Insurance Company
Excelsior Life Insurance Company
Golden State Mutual
Universal Life Insurance Company
Watchtower Life Insurance Company
I want to finish the collection of my data
through (a) interviews; (b) schedules; and (c) original
and documentary sources by the 20th of this month.
I shall be grateful to you for any materia1s you send
and ·any suggestions you may offer as to sources and
techniques.
Respectfully yours,

Lewis J. Hodge
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Drawer 741.
Crockett, Texas
February 2, 1957

Mr. John Stuart, President
Insurance Accounting and
Statistical Association
Dallas, Texas
Dear Mr. Stuart:
I am preparing a thesis at Prairie View Agricultural
and Mechanical College as a partial fulfillment of the
Master of Arts Degree. The title is "Lapsed · Folicies
in Negro Life Insurance Companies in Houston, Texas. 11
Please send me · any documents containing detail.e d
information on lapses.
I shall be grateful to you for any materials you
send and any suggestions you may offer as to the computation of lapse r atios.
Very truly yours,

Lewis J. H9dge
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Drawer 741
Crockett, Texas
February 2, 1957

Mr. l'vJurry J'. Marvin, J' r.
Executive Director N. N. I. A.
4339 Drexel Blvd.
Chicago 15, Illinois
Dear Mr. Marvin::
I am preparing a thesis at
and Mechanical College as partial
Master of Arts Degree. The title
in Negro Life Insurance Companies

Prairie View Agricultural
fulfillment of the
is "Lapsed Polici~s
in Houston, Texas."

Please send me copies of the N. N. I. A. Annual
Report for the years 1946-1956, and any other documents
containing detailed information on lapses.
I want to finish the collection of my data
through (a) interviews; (b) schedules; and (c) original
and documentary sources by the 20th of this month. I
shall be grateful to you for any materials you send
and any suggestions you may offer as to sources and
techniques •.
Respectfully yours,,

Lewis J. Hodge
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State of' Texas
BOARD OF INSURANCE COMlViISSIONERS
Life Division
Austin
February 18, 1957

Mr. Lewis J. Hodge
Drawer 741
Croclrntt, Texas
Dear Mr. Hodge:;
We are sending you under s~parate cover a List of Companies
and the latest available Annual Report published by this
Board. Our supply of the Annual Reports prior to August
31., 1955 is depleted.
There is a charge of $2.00 for each copy of the Digest
of Insurance Laws. As soon as we receive your check
in that amount, we will be glad to send you the statutes.
You will find the f'inancial information concerning the
companies mentioned in your letter in the List of'
Companies.
If we can serve you further, please call on us.
Sincerely yours,

George B. Butler, Chairman
Board of Insurance Commissioners
By
Marie Surratt, Executive Assistant
ms
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INSURANCE ACCOUNTING AND STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION
February 16, 1957

Mr. Lewis J. Hodge
Drawer 741
Crockett, Texas
Dear Mr. Hodge:
In view of the fact that we do not ,vri te life insurance
in the Employers Casualty Company or the Texas Employers'
Insurance Association I have no information available
concerning the lapsed life insurance contracts. I have
gone through the catalogue of the research section of
the Insurance Accounting and Statistical Association
and this subject has not been covered by any of the
research projects.
It would be my suggestion that since your subject com.fines itself to the study of lapsed policies in negro
life insurance companies in Houston that you get the
information from companies in Texas, and particularly
in Houston, that write this class of business. The
statements on file with the Insurance Commissioner might
reveal information that might be helpful.
It is unfortunate that the I. A. s. A. files do not contain infori;nation that will help you in this subject
for we are very anxious at any time to be helpful in
a study of the sort you are making.
Very truly yours

/s/ John Stuart
John Stuart
JS L
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INSTITUTE OF LIFE INSURANCE
488 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.
February 22, 1957

Mr. Lewis J. Hodge
Drawer 741
Crockett, Texas
Dear Mr. Hodge:
Mrs. Holran, director of the Institute's Division
of Statistics and Research, has asked me to answer your
recent letter requesting material to use in your Master's
Thesis, "Lapsed Policies in Negro Life Inst.trance Companies
in Houston, Texas."
Both Mrs. Holran and I are somewhat perplexed as
to what material in her files would be useful to you.
No doubt you are already acquainted \vitb. the Doctor's
Thesis, "Negro Life Insurance Companies," ·by
Mr. Winfred Bryson, published by the College Offset Fresst
148 North 6th Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Dr.
Bryson uses a number of lapse figures in his Thesis which
might be helpful to you.
Another course or information on this topic is the
"Spectator" Insurance Yearboolt, Life Edition. This book
is available from the "Spectator," 56th & Chestnut Streets,
Philadelphia 29, Pennsylvania. Since it is a rather
costly document, it might be best for you to consult
it in a library of a local life insurance company, rather
than to purchase it yourself.
Finally, there is . the Institute 11 Fact Book", a copy of
which is enclosed. You will notice that page 44 deals
with policy lapses and surrenders in u. s. life insurance
companies.
It seems to me, however, tbat the companies you are
surveying will themselves be the best source for inf'ormation
to include in your Thesis. The pri mary sources are always
preferable to secondary and can be developed to any degree
that the writer feels necessary.
We hope that the suggestions that we have given
you as to possible sources of information will be helpful. If we can be of further service in any ·way I hope
that you will not hesitate to let us know.
Sincerely yours,
/s/ Edward B. Burr
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Mr. Lewis J. Hodge
page 2
February 22, 1957

Edward B. Burr
Educational Division

EBB:EHS

Enc.
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NATIONAL NEGRO INSURANCE ASSOCIATION
4339 Drexel Boulevard
Chicago 15, Illinois
February 28, 1957

Mr. Lewis J. Hodge
Drawer 741
Crockett, Texas
Dear Mr. Hodge:
Enclosed please find form with requested information
thereon.
We regret that we do not have any detailed information
on lapses, however, may we refer you to Mr. Charles A. Shaw,
President of Watchtower Life Insurance Company, 2206 Dowling
Street, Houston, Texas. He will be glad to give you
further information.
We sincerely hope this information can be used in your
thesis preparation.

Very truly yours,
/s/ Murray J. Marvin, Jr.
Murray J. Marvin, Jr.
Executive Director
MJM:gj
Encl:.

